Sunworshipers get moles checked

By Karen E. Spauld Daily Campus Editor

Cal Poly’s Peer Health Network offered free skin cancer screening yesterday, tagging the day “Melanoma Monday.” According to Sanville, a peer health educator on the sexual health and wellness team, said he is unsure how this will affect the bus capacity, but he doesn’t think it will be a major problem. “Public transportation is only one option for employees to take,” he said. “Other options would be carpooling, compressed workweek or working at home. “The APCD doesn’t care how an employer achieves the goal,” he continued. “There is no fixed way of meeting the goal. Obviously, the more bus services we provide, the more tools employers have to utilize.” However, Sanville said at this time the City has no plans to increase bus services. The route now consists of six routes – five of which serve Cal Poly. "We don’t know how many people will take the bus because of the ordinance. If it becomes a problem we will consider increasing the (transportation) system,” he said.

An increase in transportation is not likely, Sanville added. "The problem with this is that we’re running out of money,” he said. "There’s no money to do it.” According to Sanville, bus fares provide the city with only a fraction of the funding needed to run the public transportation system. Sanville also noted that Cal Poly decreased its funding from last year’s sum of $240,000 to $229,000. This money provides Cal Poly students with free rides on SLO Transit.

According to Sanville, the plan will remain in effect for at least another year and he is not positive that it will be extended if the problem, "Cal Poly is only one contributor to the system,” he said. "The problem is that the demand is increasing while our funds are decreasing. SLO Transit requires a but five minutes to make it work. Where will the money come from?”

See ORDINANCE page 5

Careless pet owners asked to reconsider buying furry friends

By Nateco Collins Daily City Editor

There are many enduring reasons for owning a dog or a cat: cuddling next to a warm body at night, being met at the door with hot, wet kisses, a good listening ear when you’re far from home and being loved unconditionally.

But as many Poly students are finding out, it is difficult to keep a pet while going to school. According to the Walsh, director of the Woods Humane Society, there is a substantial increase in the number of abandoned pets when Cal Poly opens its doors in the fall.

Students come to school and either bring their pets from home, or get a pet when they get here,” Walsh said. “For some reason the students can’t keep the pet, and we end up having to take the animals. In the past, we’ve been able to pick up a kitten outside Student Union.”

The San Luis Obispo Animal Regulation office has also reported a considerable increase in the number of abandoned animals.

Walsh explained that students should do the responsible thing and not get an animal unless they are sure they can keep it.” said Animal Control Officer S.L. Sweeney. “People actually think that they can let their pets loose and they’ll survive. Most of the pets we end up taking in are either abandoned or have some sort of problem that makes them unadoptable, when we bring them to our shelter.”

The main reason why many pets are abandoned, according to human officials, is because many students try to keep pets in buildings that do not allow them.

People need to make sure they can have pets where they live,” Walsh said. “Students should not get an animal unless they can make a full commitment. They can’t just discard the pet when they go home for the weekend.”

In an informal survey of five property management agencies in San Luis Obispo, four of the five agencies said there is very high ground.

Ian Nairn, a volcanologist at the Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences, said “the mountain’s volcanic activity was the greatest since the most recent eruption in 1953, when ash ruined crops, contaminated water and made grass unpalatable to livestock.”

People living within 18 miles in the vicinity were warned of ash falling on the region. Those within six miles were placed on full alert, and wives and children at the base were evacuated. There were no widespread evacuations, however, even not of the 80 residents of Whakapapa Village on the volcano’s slopes.

Doves of people gathered Monday at the Whakapapa Visitors Center looking at the billowing ash, steam and cinder-sized rocks into the sky. Authorities also closed the highway around Mount Ruapehu and the air route on its slopes.

Eruptions from the Crater Lake area were occurring every two to three minutes, and scientists said a major eruption may be near.

Civil Defense officials warned people living within 45 miles downwind to expect heavy ash falls from the 6,000-foot peak, which is midway between Auckland and Wellington. "Eruptions at the Tecnical and commercial points of Whakapapa Village on the volcano’s slopes have been decreasing. Doves of people gathered Monday at the Whakapapa Visitors Center looking at the billowing ash, steam and cinder-sized rocks into the sky. Authorities also closed the highway around Mount Ruapehu and the air route on its slopes.
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Doves of people gathered Monday at the Whakapapa Visitors Center looking at the billowing ash, steam and cinder-sized rocks into the sky. Authorities also closed the highway around Mount Ruapehu and the air route on its slopes. There were no widespread evacuations, however, even not of the 80 residents of Whakapapa Village on the volcano’s slopes.

Doves of people gathered Monday at the Whakapapa Visitors Center looking at the billowing ash, steam and cinder-sized rocks into the sky. Authorities also closed the highway around Mount Ruapehu and the air route on its slopes. There were no widespread evacuations, however, even not of the 80 residents of Whakapapa Village on the volcano’s slopes.
**UPCOMING**

The San Luis Obispo Association for the Education of Young Children (SLOAYEC) will be having a membership drive Sept. 27, from 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. in Corbett Highlands. RSVP and get directions from Cynde Fehl at: 549-9482.

Cal Poly's Multicultural Programs will be offering a coffee talk discussing diversity in WOW. The topics to be discussed are: Close coupling approximation and R-matrix approximation of electron-hydrogen scattering.

The Physics Colloquium will be meeting Sept. 28 11:10 a.m. in the Science 52 E-45 building. Cindy Campbell, parking and commuter services administrator, estimates that $400,000 was raised from fines last year. From that sum, $226,000 is used to subsidize free bus transportation for students. After sending half of the parking revenues, or $200,000, to the CSU chancellor's office, Public Safety is dipping $26,000 into its reserves to fund the transportation program. *"We are self sufficient," Campbell said. "There is not a dime that comes to commuter services from the tax or (student) tuition."*

Harry Watson, transit manager for SLO Transit explains how the free-ride program originated.

"This came from our office seven years ago," Watson said.

"We were looking for a way to enhance the level of service to the university and meet the demands of the public."

"It has worked very well. I'm not aware of any other program like this that started before ours," she continued. "Many (schools) have since copied our program."

The remaining money is used to cover the costs of running the parking department, Campbell said. It does not cover payroll for the ticket distributors. "We are said sufficient," Campbell said. ""We're spending from our reserves because we feel so strongly about the (free-ride) program.""

**Parking tickets for good cause**

By Colleen M. Foley

 Indie Wait

It is amazing how one of those little yellow envelopes carefully placed under the windshield wiper of your car can make your stomach turn.

It becomes especially hard to swallow when you have collected so many that it would have been cheaper and much easier to splurge on a quarterly parking pass.

Illegal parkers can take comfort, however, in the knowledge that those fines fund a worthy cause — the program allowing Cal Poly students to ride for free on all SLO Transit city buses.

For those lucky enough to never have received a parking citation, tickets can range from $8 to $250. The maximum is levied for illegally parking in a handicap space. And with parking tickets numbering about 35,000 per year, the total revenue generated is substantial.

Cindy Campbell, parking and commuter services administrator, estimates that $400,000 was raised from fines last year. From that sum, $226,000 is used to subsidize free bus transportation for students. After sending half of the parking revenue, or $200,000, to the CSU chancellor's office, Public Safety is dipping $26,000 into its reserves to fund the transportation program. *"The $226,000 is more than 50 percent of our revenue," Campbell said. ""We're spending from our reserves because we feel so strongly about the (free-transportation) program."

Campbell said funding this program helps to limit the number of cars competing for parking space on campus as well as vehicular traffic in general in San Luis Obispo.

**The Golden 1 Student Pack—Financial Clout For Staying On Top Of Your World**

The last thing you want to do is worry about money. That’s why The Golden 1 Credit Union designed the Student Pack.

The Student Pack offers you the financial services you need most. It helps you establish credit on your own, provides overdraft protection, and gives you the flexibility of using an ATM card.

When you open a Golden 1 Student Pack, you’ll receive the following:

- **A Checking Account with no monthly service charge** and your first box of Custom Image checks FREE—Plus a $200 line of credit for overdraft protection!
- **An ATM card** for accessing your accounts or getting cash 24 hours a day at ATMs throughout the state.
- **A low-cost VISA Card,** with no co-signer, plus a 1% cash rebate!*

**San Luis Obispo Branch**

852 Foothill Blvd.
Mon.-Thurs. 9:30 a.m.-5:00 pm.
Friday 9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
547-3801 or 1-800-448-8181

**Membership in The Golden 1 Credit Union is open to all California state employees, faculty, staff, and students of the University of California and California State University systems and to members of their families. To learn if you are eligible, telephone us at:**

(888) 732-9900 or 1-888-448-8181

* Subject to credit approval.

** On all qualified purchases, excluding purchase credits and cash advances. Accounts in default under terms of the credit agreement or closed accounts forfeit all accumulated rebates.
PETS: Cal Poly students frequently abandon animals on campus grounds

From page 1

little rental housing available to pet owners.

Little rental housing available to pet owners.

for three months to keep my dog.

for three months to keep my dog.

petition the Freedom of Information Act, ob-

petition the Freedom of Information Act, ob-

obtain 3,000 pages of correspondence between Wilson and the Immigration and Naturalization Service covering the years 1983 through 1990.

in his eight years in the Senate, Wilson went to bat for a number of business interests in seeking eased regulations on illegal immigration, the Los Angeles Times said.

saide. "Animals have a hard time dealing with rejection," Sweeney said. "Animals become depressed after a week or two and are no longer themselves.
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Animals that develop problems, unfortunately have to be destroyed," she added. "We would love to find homes for all the animals, but unfortunately there are too many for us to handle."
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Wilson's Senate record indicates he was not always tough on immigration

Conclusion
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Other senators told Nelson that Wilson had "led to a decrease in the number of undocumented workers to become permanent residents."

Other senators told Nelson that Wilson had "led to a decrease in the number of undocumented workers to become permanent residents."

pet is a responsibility, and Walsh suggests students ask the following questions before they consider getting a pet:
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2. Can I afford the approximate $250 annual veterinary costs, plus the $15 to $40 per month for food?
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3. Will I be home enough to bond with the animal?

3. Will I be home enough to bond with the animal?

4. If I have a roommate, will they want to have a pet?
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5. Someone answers "no" to any of these questions, they should not get a pet," Walsh said. "It's just not fair to the animal."

5. Someone answers "no" to any of these questions, they should not get a pet," Walsh said. "It's just not fair to the animal."

In 1987, the Republican urged immigration authorities to stop requiring employment agencies to check the immigration status of all job applicants or risk heavy fines.

In 1987, the Republican urged immigration authorities to stop requiring employment agencies to check the immigration status of all job applicants or risk heavy fines.

The agencies were required under the 1986 immigration reforms to check the status of all applicants they processed.

The agencies were required under the 1986 immigration reforms to check the status of all applicants they processed.

Wilson argued that INS rules for implementing the new law would bring "an extraordinary economic burden on personnel placement firms."

Wilson argued that INS rules for implementing the new law would bring "an extraordinary economic burden on personnel placement firms."

Following numerous complaints from business leaders, the INS revised its procedures to allow employers to post offers of employment on the condition that the hirees hold "a valid non-immigrant status for no longer than two weeks."

Following numerous complaints from business leaders, the INS revised its procedures to allow employers to post offers of employment on the condition that the hirees hold "a valid non-immigrant status for no longer than two weeks."

"The letters also indicate that Wilson favored a cooperative approach in dealing with employers suspected of employing illegal immigrants, instead of raids that might disrupt business.

"The letters also indicate that Wilson favored a cooperative approach in dealing with employers suspected of employing illegal immigrants, instead of raids that might disrupt business.

In 1990, Wilson's Senate record indicates he was not always tough on immigration. He wanted to "ensure a continued labor supply," as he wrote INS Commissioner Nelson in 1990.
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Letters to the Editor

To kill a tree

Editor,
The other day I ate breakfast at the Carl's Jr. near K-Mart in Paso Robles. I could have gone to McDonald's or Than Bait, but I knew that Carl's Jr. had a row of trees that provide shady parking spaces. I always have my dog with me and those shady parking spaces were always the first taken by people like me who had pets or kids in their cars. To my surprise, outrage and frustration, the lovely shade trees had disappeared. When I confronted obviously embarrassed Carl's Jr. employees, they directed me to the district office in Sacramento, where I was informed that "it was a business decision" to cut down the trees, because they were blocking the visibility of the new restaurant from Highway 46 from Fresno and on Highway 101 north. When I drove those routes myself, I found that, in any direction, one can see the huge Carl's Jr. sign behind the building towering above any tree in the area.

The district manager's 'explanation' was merely a runaround to obscure a very disturbing underlying attitude toward the environment. It dawned on me that this episode was just one example of the increasingly pernicious view in the U.S. that trees, people, and other forms of life are merely obstacles to business interests. A "profit-oriented" mentality that takes no consideration of the community, not only at Carl's Jr.'s, but at corporations everywhere, and lately even in the U.S. Congress itself. In the pursuit of ever growing profits, anything has become expendable. Trees, full-time jobs, living wages, employee benefits, corporations, America, Corporate America would do well to remember that without a healthy environment, the web of life itself is threatened; without people with well-paying jobs, consumer goods cannot be sold. But it wouldn't be fair to single out Carl's Jr. I believe that every line of defense I take my patronage elsewhere, and I hope that others will do the same. Really, it's a shame. In his commercials, Carl seems to be such a nice guy.

Klaus Schumann
Member, San Luis Obispo Green Party
Paso Robles

Letters Policy

Letters should be submitted typed and double-spaced on paper (please, no more cuneiform tablets!) with your name, year, major and phone number as we can verify that you did write the letter. Because if we run a letter under your name that you didn't write the opinion, in the event that your letter editor, will get in a whole lot of trouble and have to bring many people in order not to get lynched.

We reserve the right to edit for style (even if we don't, we still reserve the right, darn it!) and length and content, and we reserve the right to use it for any purpose that we feel is appropriate, and we reserve the right that you can take it up with the Bomb Threat department. -D.P.

Letters

Addison P. Fields

Eating lower on the food chain (i.e. eating less meat), Americans would NOT improve the environment and free land and other resources for the production of food crops to feed the world's hungry. The ideal use of natural resources in the U.S. and world includes the utilization of both animals and plants to produce vital human nutrients. Fact: Two-thirds of the U.S. is devoted to agriculture, 64 percent of which is pasture and rangeland used solely for grazing. 92 percent of U.S. grazing lands are too high, rough, dry or wet to grow cultivated crops (USDA, 1987). This land would lie fallow or fail to subdivide were it not for livestock grazing. Livestock make use of more than 50 percent of dry matter produced by crops edible for human consumption—millions of tons of our nation's annual food supply would be lost if not for livestock converting these nutrients into food.

Adding to the uneducated, the average citizen in Fort Collins, CO over one year. The American Dietetic Association, the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, and the American Heart Association generally recommend five to seven ounces of lean, protein to the diet. Moreover, in order for vitamin B-12 to be processed in the human body, it must come from a ruminant animal (Daugherty, 1994).

A recent study conducted by Canada's National Institute of Nutrition showed that vegetarian diets placed adults — especially pregnant and lactating women — at higher risk for anemia, and children at higher risk for rickets and slower growth (Nutrition Today, 1999). Livestock production remains a vital component of our economy by creating and maintaining jobs in the U.S. The U.S. cattle business alone is calculated to contribute, directly and indirectly, $250 billion to the national economy (NCA, 1995).

Hopefully, examination of these facts will dispel many of the naturally occurring notions that flourishes in the mind of the uneducated.

Thomas "Tom" Anderson is a master's of science in agriculture candidate with a specialization in ranch management.
ORDINANCE: Students concerned about effects

From page 1
Civil Engineering Senior Rafael Coss says he rides the bus daily. Although he admits that the bus is sometimes crowded, and it is difficult to find a seat, he doesn't anticipate a problem arising from the ordinance.

"I don't think it'll really affect (bus capacity) that much," Coss said.

Psychology Senior Sharon Garman disagreed.

"It might become a problem," Garman said. "Last year it was really crowded. Students had to stand up in the bus."

Garman said she likes the convenience of the bus.

"It's simpler for me to take the bus," she said. "I suppose if I had to, I could drive."

Education graduate student Carmen Barragan is supportive of the ordinance's goal.

"I think it's a good idea," she said. "But I think what they should do is increase the number of busses."

APCIDs Air Quality Planner Jim Pickens said he could understand students' concerns that this could develop into a capacity problem for them, but most likely it will not because of alternatives to bus transportation.

"Car pooling is traditionally more popular," he said. "It allows more flexibility."

The greater concern to Pickens involves state legislation passed by the Assembly. This legislation, if signed by the Governor, will invalidate the ordinance and the APCID rule it was modeled after. The legislation proposes to prohibit local authorities from requiring employer-based transportation reduction plans.

"We'll be back to the drawing board if this happens," Pickens said.

Rodgers shares this concern.

"We will likely throw out this ordinance," he said. "But we will still have to have a Trip Reduction Plan."
On September 26, 1995, the Associated Press reported on the state governors' concerns regarding Medicaid reform. Governor Ben Nelson of Nebraska expressed concern about the federal government's proposed Medicaid reform, which he believed would lead to budget cuts in his state. Nelson was one of several governors who were afraid that Medicaid reform would negatively impact state budgets.

The Associated Press noted that state governors were divided on the issue. While some governors were delighted that control was being turned over to the states, others were afraid of the impact on state budgets. Governor Larry Sabato of Virginia warned that the reform could lead to budget cuts in his state.

The AP article highlighted the tension between the federal government's push for Medicaid reform and the need for states to maintain their budgets. It also mentioned that some governors were concerned that Medicaid reform might lead to cuts in services for Medicaid recipients.

The AP article concluded that the governors' concerns were significant and that the proposed Medicaid reform needed careful consideration to ensure that it did not do more harm than good to the states and their residents.
Arafat presents peace accord to cabinet; loyalists claim sellout

By Dennis Alu-Ner

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip (AP) —

Under attack Monday from hard-liners, Yasser Arafat defended a new peace agreement with Israel that gives him control over one-third of the West Bank and some of the trappings of statehood.

"The dawn has started for the Palestinian people," a buoyant Arafat said Monday, after returning to his headquarters following a week of talks that yielded the accord on Palestinian self-rule in the West Bank and Palestinian elections.

The agreement, which is to be signed Thursday in Washington, was not likely to sit well with the ministers of Arafat's Cabinet. It was not clear if the man was a settler.

Militant Jewish settlers, including those in Hebron, have vowed to try and scuttle the agreement. They were issued," Natche said. *But Palestinians."

The Muslim militant group Hamas, a leading opponent of the peace talks, accused Arafat of selling out. "Hamas will be committed to its pledge for resisting the occupation," said spokesman Ibrahim Ghosheh.

The agreement was also denounced by Libya and Iran. Syria said the agreement was in clear if the man was a settler.

In fresh clashes in the troubled town, Palestinians and Israelis threw stones at each other Monday. Israeli troops stood by as one Israeli civilian hurled a stun grenade at Palestinian teen-agers. It was not clear if the man was a settler.

The Muslim militant group Hamas, a leading opponent of the peace talks, accused Arafat of selling out. "Hamas will be committed to its pledge for resisting the occupation," said spokesman Ibrahim Ghosheh.

The agreement was also denounced by Libya and Iran. Syria said the agreement was in clear if the man was a settler.
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The Muslim militant group Hamas, a leading opponent of the peace talks, accused Arafat of selling out. "Hamas will be committed to its pledge for resisting the occupation," said spokesman Ibrahim Ghosheh.
Females involved in genocide awaiting judgment in Rwanda

By Patrick McDowell
Associated Press

KIGALI, Rwanda (AP) — Amid the 10,000 inmates packed into the swelling central prison are 342 women who pass their days by the London-based group Africa Rights investigator. "I have waited for three months. I think one can safely say that educated women who took a leadership role did so voluntarily," said Patrick Murray, the London-based group. "They bear a greater responsibility than the peasantry. They have children. I couldn't do such things to people," she said. The virus, first identified two years ago in the area next to Nye, Colorado, Arizona and Utah, causes a deadly respiratory illness that floods victims' lungs. More than 100 cases, about half of them fatal, have now been identified in 23 states. The virus, which was released, was a 55-year-old San Pablo man who had visited an area between Truckee and Donner Pass three weeks before his death. Lewis said there have been at least 12 cases of hantavirus in California since 1990, eight of them fatal, Lewis said. Most of the cases have been tied to the Sierra foothills, but not to a single location, he said. July 1, 1994, have caused three of the hantavirus in California, Lewis said. The other four had brief, severe illnesses and recovered, he said.

By Doug Wilson
Associated Press

SACRAMENTO (AP) — A man who went camping in the Sierra Nevada has died of a rare virus carried by deer mice — disease carried by deer mice — the eighth person in California to die from hantavirus since 1980, the state Department of Health said.

"The government mobilized the people to kill each other."

Alphonse-Marie Nkbole, former justice minister in camp at Zaire.

"I told them not to kill my wife. I told them not to kill my children. I couldn't do such things to people."

The government, said Rakiya Omaar, an Africa Rights investigator. 
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Powell endures a few protests but wows liberal northerners

By Richard Cole
Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Colin Powell brought his presidential campaign — oops, book promotion tour — to San Francisco on Monday, wowing the citizenry while putting up with a few routine protests in this liberal enclave.

As in other cities, hundreds of book buyers stretched around the block in hopes of getting the former chief of staff to sign copies of his book, "My American Journey."

Powell titillated reporters and fans at a news conference, responding to one question with, "I'm not a politician — yet."

At one point, he was confronted with a living ghost of his Vietnam tour, fellow author Ron Kovic, the disabled vet who wrote the strongly anti-war book "Born on the Fourth of July."

Kovic shouted out accusations that Powell had failed to investigate the My Lai massacre in Vietnam and later hid the deaths of 150,000 Iraqi civilians in the Gulf War bombing campaign.

"I have a respect for him," said Laura Clark of Rancho Cordova. "He stands behind what he believes instead of trying to do what's popular."

Tira Kangai, a University of California at Berkeley student from Zimbabwe, said he hopes Powell runs and wins.

"The way the world is changing, it's more of a global scene, and he has more experience with that than most of the candidates," he said.

Harriet Byrd of San Francisco said she hadn't made up her mind yet. But she was clearly leaning toward Powell, and thought his election could help heal the rift between blacks and whites.

"He didn't create the problem alone and he can't solve it alone," she said. "But it's a first step."
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OCEGUERA: Second-half threat for Cal Poly

From page 11

Crozier said in college there is both a mental and physical toughness involved that is a "step up from high school."

"She seems to have adjusted pretty well," he said.

Oceguera has become a second-half player who replaces senior forward Kassie Kaese. When Crozier moved her into the midfield after the first half.

Although she has become a key second-half player, Crozier is still skeptical about starting Oceguera any time soon.

"Right now the way it works is that we're getting opportunities and then we put her in the game and we have even more opportunities," said Crozier.

"What I don't want to happen is for her to be someone that the team always looks for, and then if she has to have an off day or something, we fold flat.

He is pleased with her performance so far this season.

"She is a big boost for us," said Crozier. "As soon as she comes into the game, it is like 'OK, now we have that option.'"

Having Oceguera replacing Kaese at the half is a change that has strengthened the Mustangs' offense.

"The team seems to play better when Kassie (Kaese) is on the outside midfield," said Crozier. "It takes some of the pressure off of her. In the last few years she has been the 'go to' player and now she is still here and now we have another one as well.

Crozier isn't completely ready to replace Kaese with Oceguera, but he said that Oceguera will eventually become a team leader like Kaese.

"She is the ultimate team player," Donahue said. "She is a big boost for us."

"She seems to have adjusted very well," Crozier said. "Gina still has to get comfortable, but once she gets on the field she is real dangerous."

"Step up from high school."
**Sports**

**TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1995**

**Deion Sanders underwent successful surgery on his left ankle.**

"We have no idea on timetable for Deion," Cowboys spokesman Rich Dalrymple said. "Doctors removed two loose bodies (fragments) from the ankle."

Sanders hoped to be ready to play Oct. 29 when the Cowboys play the Atlanta Falcons. The 49ers are at Texas Stadium on Nov. 12.

**MUSTANG DAILY**

**OCEGUERA: Coach Alex Crozier first saw Oceguera play when she was a sophomore**

From page 12

Crozier received a letter from Oceguera explaining her interest in playing for the Mustangs.

"She wrote before I had the chance to write," Crozier said.

"This wasn't the first time that Crozier heard of Oceguera, he had actually seen her play her sophomore year in high school at the St. Francis Christmas tournament. Although she was only a high-school player, Oceguera created quite an impression on Crozier.

"She was just this skinny, little blonde running through people," Crozier said. "I thought if she stays like that, maybe she could be a good player." Recruiting: Oceguera began her first letter to Crozier. They wrote to each other and eventually she was brought to Cal Poly to visit.

Oceguera also visited the University of Pacific, the Mustangs next opponent this Friday afternoon, but she didn't like the school.

"Cal Poly was the main one I looked at," Oceguera said. "I really didn't know about U.O.P. I just want there to see what it was like, but I really didn't like it."

Crozier was pleased that this was the school she wanted to come to," Crozier said.

The adjustment from high school to college-level play can be difficult for freshmen athletes. Coaches sometimes have to make changes in playing skills or techniques.

"She is a natural, an athlete and a good player," he said. "She is actually very simple in the way she plays, it is very clean and there is nothing I want to change about that."
Aztecs unload on Poly

Mustangs unable to find rhythm against Aztecs

By Rebecca Herdquist
KUSI Staff Writer

Spirits are low for Cal Poly. A chance for the men's soccer team to move up in the collegiate rankings was snatched away at home against unranked San Diego State when the Aztecs ran away with an upset victory Sunday, 5-0.

Head coach Wolfgang Gartner said Cal Poly (6-1-1) will not fall out of the top-25, but will only slip down somewhere in the 20s. The new rankings will be announced today.

Cal Poly traveled to San Diego after a late-comback win we got caught.

MEN'S SOCCER

against Cal State Northridge on Friday, and underestimated the Mustangs.

SDSU wasn't counting themselves out. The team was fired up to play Cal Poly and Dan Tomlin, an Aztec player. Before the game, the team had a dinner where they rallied to use a win against Cal Poly as a turning point for (3-3-2) start.

"It was important for us to beat Cal Poly at home because of the 4-2 loss we suffered last year," Tomlin said. "We basically won every 50/50 ball this game."

The Mustangs' defense, including sophomore sweeper Jon Bedrossian, had their hands full marking the Aztecs forwards. Every Aztec goal was unassisted.

"Bedrossian was marking three players and it just didn't work," said senior defender Jeremy Oetinger.

San Diego State's Mike Marquardt and Joe Persinger scored two goals within twenty minutes of the first half, but that was not indicative of the play.

"It was a closer game than the score reflects," said Gartner. "We went in to win and this time final score, 5-0."

With Cal Poly continuing to apply offensive pressure, San Diego State's counter attacks trapped the Mustangs defense.

"We need a new team concept and to attack as a team, not separately as we did in the first half," Oetinger said.

Sophomore forward Seiji Sato said that the team was working or playing well together against SDSU.

"If Scott didn't get a red card, I think we could have put at least a couple goals in the net, said sophomore midfielder Tony Chowna-Bandhu.

Next, the Mustangs host un-ranked Saint Mary's this Friday, Sept. 29 at 7 p.m.

Momentum follows Mustangs

Women take successful start to Stanford

By Alene Levitt
KUSI Staff Writer

As the women's cross country team enters its third week, they are hoping to keep up the momentum.

After a first-place finish over the University of California, Santa Barbara and Westmont on September 9, their success continued at the U.C. Irvine Invitational on September 16 where the Mustangs finished fourth.

In Irvine, they were running against such schools as eighth-ranked Arkansas and 15th-ranked Washington.

Cal Poly's most recent victory occurred at the Paso Robles Invitational where their closest competition was Fresno State. The Mustangs beat Fresno State 24-54.

Senior Angela Orfeo, Cal Poly's top woman runner, took the individual win and set the winning time at 17:55. This is Orfeo's second first place finish of the season. She also placed first in the Mustangs' season opener at USC.

The Mustangs' top five runners placed in the top nine.

If the team concept remains the same, we will be successful," Crawford said.

Head coach Terry Crawford says the team is very pumped up.

"We're excited to face the competition there, because we have everything to gain and nothing to lose," Crawford said.

Cal Poly is packed with five talented and experienced runners. All-American Orfeo is joined by juniors Nikki Shaw and Melanie Hand, sophomore Lori Fanon, and senior Jennifer Lacovore.

"The chemistry on this team is unbelievable," said Shaw, who hopes that her teammates can break into the top of the California state runners.

"This team is very eager to see themselves improve," Crawford said.

Another addition to the team is freshman Andrew Robinson.

"Amber has made a big impact in the top seven," Crawford said. "I wouldn't be surprised to see her in the top five soon."

Cal Poly will run against U.C. Berkeley, UCLA and Stanford at Stanford on September 30.